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I Signal validation and process nonitoring problems .
in

many cases require the prediction of one or more process
variables in a system. The feasibility of using neural
networks to characterize one variable as a function of other
related variables is studied. The Backpropagatlon Network

(BPN) is used to develop "models" of signals from both a

) commercial power plant and the EBR-II. Several innovations
i are made in the algorithm, the most significant of which is

the progressive adjustment of the slgmoldal threshold
function and weight updating terms, thus leading to the

' designation ,,Adaptive" Backpropagation Neural Network.i

The estimation of system variables is performed
I traditionally using either physical Models or empirical

),, models. The prediction of system variables is important in
control systems for valldating instrumentation outputs and

! for process monitoring. The model-based prediction assumes
i a fixed structure for characterizing steady-state or dynamic

relationship among process variables. The applications to
large and complex systems require more time in order to get

J an accurate model. Since our goal is to relate signals in a
I

subsystem o_ a plant, such a relationship can be developed
by using neural network "models" which provide results

i faster than model-based techniques. Both steady-state andtransient behavior can be incorporated into the network
during tralning.

I "The use of neural networks for signal validation ham
several advantages. Zt is not necessary to define a
functional form relating a set of process variables. The

I functional form is implicitly nonlinear. Once the networkle fully trained, it has very high ability to interpolate
and extrapolate the variables in real-tlme. The state

I estimation is less sensitive to measurasnt noise c_aparedto model-based techniques. The BPN is capable of performing
arbitrary mapping from Input to output_ wlth Bl_ it ts
possible to model a system without knowing the system

black-box approach to modeling. When new
specifications,
information about the system becomes available, the network
can be updated without relearning the entire data set. Both

steady-state and transient system behavior can be predicted.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.
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i One of the neural networks, called the Backpropagation
i Network (BPN) has been developed and implemented in a VAX

station.

The most important aspect of applying neural networks
is the network training. In normal use of neural network
parameters that appear in the weight updating and threshold
function equations are held constant during the learning
period. Our studies have shown that changing these
parameters during the learning phase is accelerating the
convergence and improving the accuracy. PTogresslvely
adjusting the threshold shaping parameteE is the Best
important part of accelerating the convergence and improving
the accuracy. The sensitivity of the network can be
adjusted by adapting the threshold shaping parameter during
training. In the predictive modeling applicatlon8 the
target outputs are set to be within an intermediate range
(0.2-0.8) of the operating interval [0-1]. In these cases
progressively decreasing the threshold shaping parameter
enhances convergence, and improves the prediction accuracy
outside the trained domain. For the predictive modeling the
value of threshold shaping parameter varied in the range
(0.1-0.9). When the target outputs are in the extremities
of the BPN operating range, [0-1], adaptively increasing the
value of threshold shaping parameter in the range (i-4)
speeds the convergence of the algorithm.

Another parameter is the weight updating coefficient.
Increasing this coefficient after the initial learning
period shows accelerated convergence. The third factor is
the momentum term that determines the effect of previous

weight changes. This term varies from 0.1 to 1.0. In our
applications momentum term in most of the cases was 0.9.

The Backpropagation algorithm has been developed and
applied to operational data from a PWR and the EBR-II.
Networks are developed for hot leg temperature, steam
generator pressure and reactor power using PWR data.
Networks for reactor power and control rod position are
developed using the EBR-II data. Figure 1 is a comparison
of measured and predicted values of reactor power. Control
rod posltison, core-exit temperature and IHX secondary
outlet temperature are the input signals. The standard
deviation of the network global error 18 0.31%. In this
case number of training patterns is 100 and the number of
iterations is 80. Number of hidden nodes was kept 50 in all
the cases. Various improvements have been made to
accelerate the training and increase the accuracy of signal

prediction. Progressively adjusting the threshold shaping
parameter, leading to the terminology
Backpropagation Neural Network, is the most significant one.
The results are very encouraging, and the use of neural

computing for process monitoring, pattern matching and
diagnostics are being studied.
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Figure la. Comparison of measured (-) and predicted (+)
values of reactor power in the EBR-II, for
the data used in network trainins.
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Figure lb. Comparison ,_f measured (-) and interpolated (+)
values of reactor power in the EBR-IZ. The ebove
network ts used to perform the interpolation.






